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Introduction. In the study of families of solutions of the unilateral

matrix equation, over a field J of characteristic zero, the matrix

equation ^J,=o XXm = 0 occurred. Necessary and sufficient con-

ditions were obtained for the solution of this equation.1 The more

general equation ~^fm.0 Am - X(KmXm) =0 is considered in this paper.

The solution of this general equation is reduced to the solution of a

system of simultaneous unilateral matrix equations, which are equal

in number to the number of linearly independent (over J) matrices

in the set A„ A,-i, • ■ • , A0. Also, it is shown how, under certain

conditions, the equation may possibly be solved using a method

paralleling the method of M. H. Ingraham [l]2 for the solution of the

unilateral matrix equation. In this connection, an interesting re-

mainder theorem and a divisor theorem are obtained.

In this paper the matrices involved in the equations will have

elements in J. For the sake of brevity A ■ XB = (Aba) will be written

AXB. Let X be a scalar indeterminate. A matrix with elements in

the polynomial ring J[\] will be termed a \-matrix. A square

\-matrix which has an inverse which is also a X-matrix is called uni-

modular. If TA =B where T, A, and B are X-matrices and T is uni-

modular, then A is said to be a left associate of B.

Every square X-matrix is the left associate of a unique X-matrix

of the following form: Every element below the main diagonal is

zero. If the main diagonal element is nonzero, it is a monic poly-

nomial and the other elements in its column are of lesser degree in X.

In the case that the main diagonal element is zero, then all of the

elements in its row are also zero. This matrix will be referred to as the

canonical triangular form or c.t.f?

1. The general equation. In this section X will be considered to

be an »X» matrix, Am (m = 0, 1, ■ • ■ , s) will be an rXp matrix,
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1 J. H. Bell, Families of solutions of the unilateral matrix equation, Proceedings of

the American Mathematical Society vol. 1 (1950) pp. 151-159.

s Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

8 The canonical triangular form is obtained in the same manner as the Hermite

normal form [2 ], except that the operations are carried out on the columns in reverse

order.
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and Km will be /X». If M=^x"X5,X" = (m,7)"Xf\ the matrix

[M]h will be defined to be the matrix (wi<i_i)r+<,(/-»*+/)> k = l,2, • • • ,

t; 1=1,2, ■■• , n. It follows that [M]ij = aijB, [M]{j+ [N]i}-

= [M+N]a, and [M]n = 0 for all i and j, if and only if M=0.

Theorem 1. The equation Xm=o AmX(KmXm) =0 «wer 7, wÄere

-4m = (am,ij)rXP, has a solution if and only if the unilateral matrix equa-

tions XX-o am,nKmXm = Q (i=l, 2, ■ • • , r; j= 1, 2, • ■ • , p) have a

common solution. These simultaneous equations may be reduced in

number to an equivalent set equal in number to the number of linearly

independent {over J) matrices in the set A„ As-i, • • • , At.

Let r2=Zm-o AmX(KmX™), then [Q]tj= ELc Om.ijKjC*.
Therefore, Q = 0 if and only if [(?],y = 0 for every i and j. That is, X

is a solution of Q = 0 if and only if X is a solution of the simultaneous

set of equations ^m-o am,i,KmXm = 0.

Since each equation is of degree s, and there are rp equations, it

may be possible to pick out a basic set of linearly independent

equations. Any solution of the basic equations will be a solution of

the whole set. The scalar coefficients (the am,u) of any equation will be

linear combinations of the coefficients of the basic equations. Form

the matrix o*-i.<;i • • • , at,a) (*=1, 2, • • • , r;j=l, 2, • • •, p).

The rank of this matrix will equal the number of linearly independent

equations and will also equal the number of linearly independent

columns in the matrix. Each column is one of the matrices Am con-

sidered as a vector in rp space. Hence the number of linearly inde-

pendent equations equals the number of linearly independent ma-

trices among A., Ae-i, ■ ■ ■ , AB.

Theorem 2. If the matrix Km (m = 0, 1, • • • , s) is square and of

order n, the equation YX=o AmX{KmXm) =0 will have a solution

only if the rp polynomials formed by taking the determinant of

., nam. i iKm'K", for every i and j, have a common divisor of degree n.

If X is a solution of Xlm=o am,ijKmXm = 0, then the characteristic

polynomial of X must divide the determinant of XX-o amiijKm\m [l].

Corollary. The equation ^m-o AmXXm = 0 has a solution if and

only if the polynomials ^2m-oa<n,ii^n have a common divisor X^m-o d^Km

which is not a unit, and is such that J^m-o dmXm = 0 has a solution.

2. An alternative method. If all of the matrices are square al-

though the order of Am may be different from the order of X, the

solution of the equation may be carried out by a method paralleling

Ingraham's method for the solution of the unilateral equation [l].
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Let A=XJBX" and form the matrix XX=o AmX{K„Am). This

matrix will be a X-matrix. It is a well known theorem that {A XB)

(CXD) = (ACXBD), if A and C, and B and D, are of the same orders.

Theorem 3. If A and B are two square \-matrices, not necessarily of

the same order, and if AH and BH are the canonical triangular forms of

A and B respectively, then {A XB)H = ABXBH. If T^A = AB and TtB
=BB, then {T1XTi){AXB) = {AXB)B.

Suppose A and B are X-matrices and the c.t.f.'s of A and B are

AB and BH respectively'where T\A=AB and T2B=BB. It follows

that (TtXT^iA XB) =ABXBB. An inspection of ABXBB will show

that it is in canonical triangular form. Therefore, ABXBB = {A XB)B,

since (TiXT2) is unimodular.

Theorem 4. // 0= Ei-o ^-XtK-A"), then Q = S(IX(A-X))
+ ^2'm=oAmX(KmXm), where I is of the same order r as Am, and S

is an rnXm \-matrix.

The proof of Theorem 4 is by induction on s since

Ai X (Ktti+Ao X K0

= {Ax X K0(I X (A - X)) + A, X (KiX) + A0 X KB

and

i>m X (KJL-) = (A, X (ü:.A-1))(/ X (A - X)) +A.X (K.XA--1)

+ T,Am X (Kmkm).
m=0

Corollary. The matrix X is a solution of ^2'm-oVAmX(KmXm) =0

if and only if Z«=o A„X(KjLm) =S(IX(A-X)).~

This corollary follows directly from Theorem 4.

Since the matrix X is a solution of 22 X(KmXm)=0 if

and only if Q= 22m-o i.X^") =S(IX(A-X)), then X is a solu-
tion if and only if QB = R(IX(A-X)). Let A = (A-X)B, then
TA=A-X where T is unimodular. Also, (IX(A-X))B = IXA.

Therefore, X is a solution if and only if there exists a matrix A in

canonical triangular form such that A is the left associate of

A-X, that is, TA=A-X, and QB = R(IXT-1)(IXT)(IX(A-X))
=P(IXA).

The problem of solving the original equation is thus reduced to

that of factoring QB so as to obtain a right divisor which is of the
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form (IXA), where A is the c.t.f. of a matrix A — X and X has ele-

ments in J.

A matrix A is the c.t.f. of a matrix A — X if: The degree of ül-i amm

is less than or equal to *, the degree of JJb-i o,mm is equal to n, and if

A= 22m=o BnAm the matrix W/i = ||3p, -Bp_i, • • • , 2Ji|| is of rank n.

These conditions are necessary and sufficient [3].

Let QH = (qa). Since QH and IXA are triangular matrices, it fol-

lows that P is a triangular matrix and

0) ?(t-l)r+t,(i-l)r+< = #(«-l)r+!,(«-l)r+(«.-« (t =  1, 2, • • • , r).

Thus a,< (t = l, 2, ■ • • , n) must be picked to satisfy (1) and the con-

ditions listed above.

The other elements of the matrix A are obtained in the following

manner: In any column, say the jth: ajj, a/_i,y, ■ • • , oi,y are ob-

tained in the order listed, and the columns are obtained in the order

j = l, 2, • • • , n. The matrix /X-4 is composed of diagonal matrices

An of order r, and A,7 = a,y/rXr.

Assume that all of the elements up to an have been found, then all

Pkj (/£(*-On b>lr, j=(i-l)r+l, (i-i)r+2, • • • , ir) are de-
termined. The following system of equations determines an:

P(i-i)r+t,o-Ur+j =0, t > j;

and

i

2~1 ̂ H-W.MWffcl " <7(i-l)r+(,(i--l)r+j, 1 ^ t ^ i ^ r.

That is,

^CJ-Dr+MJ-Ur+j'ffji = ?(I-l)r+(, (i-l)r+j

(2) V *
— V (I-l)r+l. (m—l)r+jömi mOa Uu.

m=!+l

Therefore o;,- must be a solution of w(w + l)/2 linear congruences.

These congruences may have no solution, a unique solution, or a

family of solutions. If at any stage it is impossible to solve the con-

gruences (2), then there is no factorization A having the chosen main

diagonal elements.

It is interesting to note that if l = i,

5(,-_i)r+i,(i_i)r+,- = 0 mod ati, t ^ /.

The above method gives an algorithm for the complete solution of
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the equation Zm~o Am- XKmXm = 0, if the matrices involved are

square.

Results similar to those in this paper may be obtained, in some

cases more readily, in the consideration of Xm=o (XmKm) ■ XAm = 0,

Zm-o AmX-(KmXm)=0, and zZ'm^{XmKm) X -Am = 0, and so on,

where A X ■B = (aijB).
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AVERAGES OF CHARACTER SUMS

p. t. bateman and s. chowla

Suppose that x is a primitive residue character1 modulo k, k>l,

and that for y non-negative, S(y) = 2~2o£izv x(0- xt 1S important [see,

for example, 11 ] in the analytic theory of numbers to have as much

information as possible about the sums S(y), in particular about

their maximum order of magnitude; it is known (cf. [13; 14; 8]), for

example, that S(y)<k112 log k, but unknown whether or not M(%)

= o(&1'2 log k) as k tends to infinity, where M(x) is the maximum

of I 5(1) I ,v'"«| S(k — l) I. Hua [4; 5; 6] has shown that it is often
helpful to consider the averages «_1Zm=o S(m). In this paper we

consider some further developments of this idea.

1. Preliminaries. We recall [7, pp. 483-486, 492-494] that if
X is a primitive residue character mod k and if r(x) = Z*=i x(M)e2r*n/t>

then \t(x) \ =kin and

h

(1) Z) x(«)«2Tiran/* = X(w)r(x)

n-l

for any integer m, \ being the complex conjugate of x-
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